Pre-packaged digital
solutions for your most
common customer
processes.
In highly regulated industries, such as government,
banking, health insurance, and utilities, digital
transformation efforts are often put on the back
burner due to time-constrained IT teams. But as
essential, customer-driven processes continue
to be managed via contact centre calls, manual
data updates, and printed mailings, businesses are
losing millions in operational overhead and lost
customers, who are quick to turn elsewhere at the
slightest point of friction.
Quadient DigitalBOOST is a digital transformation
solutions suite that makes it easy for businesses to
implement digital processes without IT involvement
or investment in an expensive platform. The suite
includes solutions to address two of the most
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complex, time-consuming aspects of the customer
relationship: Customer Processes and Contracts.
Rapidly digitalise the fulfilment of customer
processes and contracts with digital
transformation solutions that optimise efficiency
and engagement at every touchpoint.

Key Process
Use Cases

DIGITAL CUSTOMER PROCESSES

•

Customer Profile Updates

Welcome to your new digital front office.

•

AutoPay Enrollment

•

Change of Address

•

End of Contract
Confirmation

•

Appointment Scheduling

•

First Notice of Loss (FNOL)

•

Adding New Beneficiary

•

New Account Opening

•

Customer Onboarding

From switching to paperless billing to updating contact
information, upgrading an insurance policy, or enrolling in a
rewards program, there are an infinite number of customer
requests to fulfil, but having them all fielded by your call centre
is taxing on your employees and inconvenient to customers who
desire self-service options.
Quadient DigitalBOOST Customer Processes unites automated
data collection with real-time communications output to digitally
transform recurring customer requests.

AUTOMATES CUSTOMER PROFILE UPDATES
Fully customisable eForms pre-populate with customer data and allow
customers to quickly update their account profile as a seamless part of the
digital process, with updates instantly transmitted back to your CRM systems.

ENHANCES CUSTOMER DATA SECURITY
With data breaches and hackers more prevalent than ever, DigitalBOOST
apps feature identity and address validation to eliminate false actors. Identity
validation is supported via image or PDF upload of personal identification.

ENABLES REAL-TIME PROCESS FULFILLMENT
Requests are fulfilled in real-time via auto-generated internal notifications
that allow customer service reps. to take immediate action. Upon request
fulfilment, personalised email and/or SMS confirmation messages are sent to
customers, with full confirmation details and links to related content.

DIGITAL CONTRACTS

Shorten sales closings from days to minutes.
The contract execution process includes many steps,
including underwriting, proposal composition, signature
ceremonies, and contract archiving. Having these steps
driven by disconnected communications and paperbased documents can result in long wait periods and lost
business.
Quadient DigitalBOOST Contracts streamlines the start-tofinish process into a singular, online workflow connected to
an enterprise contracts management application.

SIMPLIFIES CONTRACT CUSTOMISATION

Key Contracts
Use Cases

Our variable data design experts convert your most frequently used
contracts into an online library of templates, searchable by custom

•

Contract Issuance

filters. Agents can easily select and customise contracts via a guided

•

Contract Renewal

•

Warranty Extension

•

Payment Schedule

interface that walks them through the editable content fields.

ELIMINATES PRINT & MAILING COSTS
The costs of printing and mailing hard copy contracts are eliminated
with the DigitalBOOST contracts management application, which

Confirmation
•

Approval

allows agents to send personalised SMS contract proposal invitations
on-demand. Invitations drive to a link where customers can review,
eSign, and submit for approval—all from their mobile device.

ACCELERATES CONTRACT EXECUTION
Waiting periods are reduced from days to minutes with live changein-status contract notifications. Viewable from a central notifications
centre, agents can respond via a “Take Charge” link, which allows them
to review and approve signed contracts.

INCREASES CUSTOMER ACCESS
Customers are provided with electronic access to the fully executed
contract via approval confirmation emails that feature a passwordprotected link to the file. Generated upon agent approval, emails
include all the final details in a clear, concise manner.

MEASURES PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
The ROI of your digital transformation program is made measurable
via a reporting dashboard that tracks KPIs, including Net Promoter
Score, number of executed contracts, and average completion time.

Terms & Conditions

•

Short-term Loans

•

Account Closures

•

Medical Surveys

FAST TRACK YOUR
DIGITAL PROCESS
TRANSFORMATION
DigitalBOOST customers
typically see results such as:

80%

back-office
cost savings

50%

reduction in contract
processing time

0%

NIGO (Not In Good
Order) rate*

DIGITALLY TRANSFORM FASTER THAN EVER!
Contact us today for a complimentary consultation with one of our DigitalBOOST experts.
Visit: DigitalBOOST Solution Page
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QQuadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences. By focusing on Intelligent
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